
Simplifying the Business of Healthcare

At Emdeon Dental, we’re here to help. For additional information, please call us at 877.EMDEON.6 (877.363.3666) or email us at  dentalinformation@emdeon.com.

Comprehensive Payment Solutions
Valuable knowledge and experience
Emdeon is positioned to lead the way in transitioning Dental payments from paper-based to
electronic services, much like we have for claim submissions. With routine distribution of
hundreds of millions of paper and electronic payments to nearly 500,000 providers each
year, and efficient print volume of more than 700 payers, we have the experience and the
connectivity to effectively promote provider adoption. Our comprehensive solutions and
services give you low cost electronic payment capabilities that work in-line with world-class
print and mail processes, while simultaneously encouraging provider enrollment.

Emdeon ePayment for Payers
Smarter workflow delivers better results
Emdeon ePayment delivers a single-partner solution that simplifies payment and
remittance distribution. ePayment is the most efficient way to pay providers today, and the
answer to lowering costs while providing even better service. Emdeon also uses effective
provider outreach programs that encourage providers to shut-off the paper processes so
you can realize the maximum benefits our cost-friendly electronic services deliver.

Activities Emdeon currently offers to help drive provider adoption include:
• Online Provider Enrollment Assistance and Management
• Healthpayers USA Postage Coop
• Informative Provider Electronic Communications
• 24/ 7 Access for Providers to Emdeon Support Personnel

Save with every payment
By utilizing electronic processes delivered through Emdeon ePayment, payers can reduce
daily operating costs to increase profitability. Compared to paper payments, electronic
payments generally have much lower bank fees per transaction, and the cost to retrieve
overpayments is often far less. Accordingly, as electronic adoption increases over time
these savings can become even more significant and can help improve margins.

ePayment Delivery Methods for Payers
Flexible payment formats
Emdeon ePayment delivers the flexibility and comprehensive approach needed to meet
your complex payment needs. During implementation we can create a variety of ways to
convert your payments into automated and efficient Electronic Funds Transfers (EFTs) and
Electronic Remittance Advices (ERAs).

Emdeon ePayment EFT Suite
ACH Direct (Payer Bank) features NACHA files created on your behalf and submitted
to your preferred bank(s) to execute ACH transactions. This can greatly benefit payers that
require full control of funds throughout the entire ACH distribution process. When paired
with our 835 ERA service delivery, electronic payments can be linked and delivered in
tandem to ease provider reconciliation.

ACH Disbursement (Emdeon Bank) consolidates multiple payments into a single
transaction, then debits them from payer accounts via ACH to a centralized clearing account
for aggregation and distribution to providers. By reducing the number of ACH debit
transactions, this model can offer you substantial bank savings in addition to the administrative
cost benefits of paperless payments. When paired with our 835 ERA service delivery,
electronic payments can be linked and delivered in tandem to ease provider reconciliation.

EMDEON ePAYMENT SOLUTIONS

Electronic Payments
Costs Less
• No postage and materials
• Lower bank transaction fees
• No stop payment/re-issue fees

More Efficient
• No lost payments
• Fewer retrievals of overpayments
• Decreased days claim outstanding

Improved Provider Relations
• Simplified workflow
• Self-service tools to track payments
• Enhanced cash flow and automated reconciliation

Paper Payments
Costs Less
• Postage and materials
• Bank check processing fees
• Stop payment/re-issue fees

More Efficient
• Customer calls for lost payments
• More retrievals of overpayments
• Longer days claim outstanding

Improved Provider Relations
• Manual tracking and posting of payments
 or lockbox paper to EDI
• Calls to track down lost payments
• Longer payment and reconciliation cycles

Emdeon ePayment delivers the flexibility
and comprehensive approach needed to
meet your complex payment needs



Emdeon is a leading provider of revenue and payment cycle management and clinical
information exchange solutions, connecting payers, providers and patients in the U.S.
healthcare system. For more information, visit www.emdeon.com.
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ePayment Delivery Methods for Payers - (cont.)
Emdeon ePayment ERA Suite
Payer Generated 835 ERA distributes a payer-generated 835 ERA to providers thru
Emdeon’s extensive distribution channel. When paired with our EFT service delivery, the
835 ERA can be linked and delivered in tandem to ease provider reconciliation. This simplifies
provider reconciliation by enabling the addition of the issued ACH ID into the ERA data.

Emdeon Generated 835 ERA distributes an Emdeon-created 835 ERA based upon payer
supplied data elements. When paired with our EFT service delivery, the 835 ERA can be linked
and delivered in tandem to ease provider reconciliation. By leveraging our expertise and
experience, Emdeon can help you please providers who are able to simplify account posting
by utilizing your 835 ERA.

EOP PDF Imaging displays a PDF image of the original printed Explanation of Payment (EOP)
through Emdeon Payment Manager – ePayment Edition, which is provided free for the
provider at the time of EFT service enrollment. This feature enables the provider to search,
view and print their remittance statements online and without paper, delivering more savings
to you. This functionality is included with any implementation of ePayment EFT/ERA service
and/or new payment services implementation.

Benefits for the Dental Practice
Emdeon ePayment can help dramatically reduce expenses, shorten the reimbursement cycle
and streamline workflow for providers through the broadest payer network in the market.
ePayment delivers valuable electronic payment and reconciliation processes to help providers
eliminate paper checks, reduce costs and simplify secondary claims. This increase in efficiency
can save time and allows many providers and staff to focus on reconciling outstanding payment
issues to capture otherwise lost revenue.

Emdeon’s new online enrollment tool makes setup simple and manageable. Enrolling to meet
a provider’s business requirements has never been easier. Once connected, providers save time
with Electronic Funds Transfers (EFTs), flexible delivery preferences and quick online access to
remittance and payment information.

Emdeon ePayment
The Emdeon difference
Emdeon is your ideal partner for payment services because we offer the connectivity,
experience and services to make your potential savings a reality. We deliver the skills and
solutions you need to provide better accountability of payments and help reduce the costs of
retrieving overpayments. The end result enables you to improve efficiency, lower costs and
increase profitability.

Features
•  Electronic deposit of claim payments to
 provider’s bank
•  Broad network of available payers
•  Online EFT enrollment and account information
•  Online self-service account management
•  Flexible payment routing options
•  Web-based search, view and print of payment
 and remittance information
•  Downloadable ERA files from
 EFT-enabled payers

Benefits
• Reduced paper and printing costs
• Streamlined reconciliation process
• Detailed online payment visibility
• Fast, easy and secure payments

Emdeon provides versatile and broad
remittance options

Emdeon ePayment can dramatically
reduce expenses, shorten the
reimbursement cycle and streamline
workflow for providers


